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ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

Cultural exchange, which approached top form 

Olten Rhythm Talk and Faith Jensen-Ismay from San Diego in passionate collaboration in the 

Schützi 

The American dancer and choreographer Faith Jensen-Ismay showed with her company, consisting of Robby 

Johnson, Andrew Holmes, Donna Webb, Alyssa Kinnear, Sabine Ismay, Mandy Lange Kramp and Rhythm Talk 

with Norbert Lehmann, Christoph Blattner and Ruedi Mauer a dance performance full of great ideas. The 

combination of RhythmTalk with dance existed for some years, since Nobi Lehmann was with his band in 

America and together with Faith presented exciting performances that were very successful. For this reason, 

TanzinOlten is especially pleased to be able to show the Oltner public this combination. 

Pulled out all the stops 

Nobi Lehmann pulled with his two partners, then all the stops. In terrific variants accompanied RhythmTalk the 

dance sequences, which Faith choreographed ably. With the play "Pursuit" the public enjoyed a dance, which 

carries fine features of deep inner feelings within themselves and showing that man is a construct of his mind, 

a thrilling combination of nature and thought processes that often confront each other as a contrast, but are 

intertwined. In dance and in music these components came through the seven performers fantastic to the fore. 



Followed by a tribute to the motivation and perception of instantaneous sensitivities of each individual. Also, 

this is a dance that touched and expounded in expressive rhythms how often man himself stands in the way, 

although he repeatedly dared the attempt to the outside. The next dance passage presented a very different 

picture. As one experienced fictitious natural processes, violence and earthy processes which became aware 

how vulnerable the person is involved in the natural events. The wealth of movements and counter-

movements, the fine-thought-precision jump elements, the contact and separation was amazing. 

Powerful vibrancy 

The in rhythm and speed different characterized dances convinced out of her powerful animation, combined 

with a lot of aesthetics that have characterized the individual dance steps. After a short break we went into a 

new play with, "Search for Sustenance Conserve" by Vitamin String Quartet, in which the violin as an 

instrument wielded on top and brought a completely different note to the stage area. Tender dance moments 

were to be seen, gentle search, which escalated to sudden temperamental outbursts and made visible how 

much the man in himself is torn apart his search of his identity. The dancers, five women, Faith included as a 

great dancer, and the two men showed dance with strong expression. They varied in incredible lightness, 

dominated their dance sequences to the smallest detail and signaled dance joy that infected. Fascinating was 

the input of RhythmTalk. One marveled about this formation, which with so much musical talent mastered 

every kind of instrument: percussion, with all its subtle shades of drums, knock or bowed instruments, and in 

incredible dynamics, especially in the live song "Happy Walk» approached top form. In the last dance piece 

then you experienced a touch America as we know it well from the musical scenes: playful, sparkling and witty, 

in entertaining dance sequences full of rhythmic dynamic. It was a successful cultural exchange that took all the 

stops. 

Pictures 

Rhythm Talk pulled out all the stops, as it Faith Jensen-Ismay with her company did as well. 


